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FAST CASUAL DINING: HARD TO DEFINE - EXPLOSIVE GROWTH

One of the trends emerging within the food and beverage industry is also one of the most difficult to define or categorize.
Fast-casual dining as a category has burst onto the radar of consumers across the country. Generally recognized as a blend
between quick-serve and casual dining, fast-casual has very few distinct characteristics beyond the absence of a drive-thru and
traditional table service. Outside of those basics, the concepts within the category vary wildly.
In a case of perception being stronger than reality, the consumer is also creating a certain degree of identity havoc. Zagat found
in 2012 within its “Fast Food Chain Survey” that of the top 24 most recognized brands, 2 of the top 5 were Panera Bread and
Chipotle. These two brands are two of the most dominate names within the fast-casual dining segment and really stand as two of
the prime examples of fast-casual dining success; yet, their growth and brand development have pushed their influence outside
of what most would consider their appropriate category.
Coming out of the recession starting in 2007, the consumer created a different kind of demand spurned on by economic sensitivity, but rewarding those concepts who could deliver a significantly better product for only slightly more cost. Some of the
hallmarks of “better product” include made-to-order food, organic ingredients, order customization, fresh-never-frozen ingredients, etc. which fit within an even larger cultural shift towards organics and sustainability.
The confluence of some large - even global - dynamics focused a tremendous amount of marketplace energy into a substantially
underserved food and beverage segment. Retailers had to adjust to the recession-laden, yet more discerning, consumer and the
brands that effectively did so have been amply rewarded.
In 2008, the National Restaurant Association (“NRA”) did not even include fast-casual in its Restaurant Industry Forecast. Not
so coincidentally, this was just at the beginning of the recession when
fast-casual was starting on a much stronger trajectory. Now only 5 years
later, the category is not only on everyone’s radar, but at the top of the food
chain - literally.
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The growth has caused even highly successful brands like California Pizza
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Kitchen to reach into the segment with CPK ASAP. On the other end of the
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price point scale, Dairy Queen is reinventing their brand with DQ Grill &
Chill which now represents about 10 percent of their total units.
Successful fast-casual concepts will require fresh, healthy, price-sensitive
and relevant dining experiences that connect with the consumer. We, at
Blue Rock, believe that there is a lot of room for continued growth in this
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category and have invested in two concepts that will launch from Hawaii,
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with a strategy to expand beyond.
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